
Planner Extensibility Consulting Service: Advancing Your Microsoft Planner Solution

Following the successful implementation of Microsoft Planner, our Extensibility Consulting Service steps in to advance and 
refine your productivity suite. We conduct an in-depth analysis to pinpoint enhancements and extend functionalities, ensuring 
your Planner system evolves with your business. Our dedicated Managed Services team provides continuous support and expert 
guidance, delivering a strategic action plan and roadmap for sustained growth and innovation in your Planner use.
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About XRM Vision

Microsoft Partner 
since 2010

One of the first Canadian 
Partners to be Power 
Platform certified

Head office located in Montreal, 
with other offices in Victoria, 
Toronto, and Morocco

Reduce administrative 
overhead associated with 
business processes

Leverage Microsoft 
software features you’re 
already paying for

Improve organizational 
autonomy with in-house 
development

ventes@xrmvision.com 5445 Avenue De Gaspé room 110 xrmvision.com

Contact us today to get started!

Engage in detailed discussions with our experts to outline your 
specific work management needs.

Following our analysis, we’ll present a summary of your key work 
management business needs.

Witness a demo that reflects your requirements, giving you a 
clear vision of the potential enhancements.
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Deliverables with Direction Pricing

Our Planner Managed Services are offered 
on a monthly based, starting at $3,000 per 
month.

 A detailed action plan highlighting key enhancements, new features, and 
integrations, showcasing the benefits of a dynamic Microsoft Planner 
solution

 A strategic roadmap outlining future developments, prioritizing next 
steps and milestones aligned with your business rhythms and growth 
trajectory.

After deployment, we analyze your workflows and system performance to evolve your basic Microsoft Planner into a 
customized, efficient productivity powerhouse, focusing on key improvements

Post-deployment, we enhance your solution by analyzing your workflows and system performance, transforming your basic 
Microsoft Planner into a customized productivity powerhouse through targeted improvements.

Our Managed Services team is your long-term partner in continuously evolving your Microsoft Planner setup, addressing 
new challenges and opportunities to keep you ahead in a dynamic business environment.
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